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Let My People Grow
Engaging, Training and Developing
Engaging
De eloping
the Healthcare Workforce

Peter P Patterson, MD MBA
TWI Summit – May 2010

Agenda
• Today’s healthcare system
• Engaging,
Engaging training and developing your people
– Where leadership/communication fits in
– Where training (TWI) fits in

• Case Example: Yuma Regional Medical Center
– Defect rate decreased from 34% to 3% in 3 months
• Change in management’s mind‐set/perspective
• Discovering effective training
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Today’s Healthcare System
• Enormous pressure to reform itself
• Legislating
L i l ti universal
i
l coverage/cost‐cutting
/ t tti
– unlikely to produce desired result

• Systemic upgrades in effectiveness (and efficiency) of
services
• Pathway to “real” reform:
– Simultaneous improvements in clinical quality,
cost‐effectiveness and financial profitability

Path to Improvement
• “You don’t have to be sick to get better”
Dr Ellen Domb
Dr.
• Lean now well established in healthcare
• Connecting individuals and professional groups to
Lean philosophy is key to unleashing the “deep”
power of Lean (more than tools and Kaizen events)
• Begins
B i with
i h realizing
li i we are connected
d and
d in
i
something worthwhile together
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Yuma Regional Medical Center
• 333 licensed beds
20,000 Admissions 65,000 ER visits
• Service lines
– Open heart surgery
– Renal dialysis
– Multimodality cancer therapy

• Lean Six Sigma Culture
– 1st pilot project – Laboratory
– 2nd pilot project now starting in ER

Lean Journey at YRMC
•
•
•
•

Began in the clinical laboratory
Spread to the histopathology lab
Inspirational leadership from Chief of Pathology
Results: pathology operations improved using
Lean framework to integrate new technology
– Pathology information system – upgraded version
– Barcode‐driven, voice‐enabled workflow
– Improved TAT: 95% cases reported in 1 day

• A new issue was then driven to the forefront
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The Histology Lab Problem
• Order Entry position:
– Six (6) people in 3 years

• Why such high turnover?
– (#1): “We just can’t seem to find/hire good people”
– (#2): “We
We are too tolerant of mistakes …
… need more accountability”

• (Refined question) Why so many mistakes?
– (#3): “Job is too big … no one person can do it”

The Histology Lab Problem (cont.)
• New Histology supervisor (came up through
the ranks) took collaborative approach
• (Refined) Why so many defects?
– (#4): “We do not adequately train …
… new Order Entry staff.”

• Complete job content (“JBS”) had never been
documented
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The Histology Lab Problem (cont.)
• Initial documentation of job steps developed
j i tl b
jointly
by supervisor
i and
d histology
hi t l
lab
l b staff.
t ff
• One‐on‐one training of new hire by supervisor
using a 4‐step JI‐like process.
•
•
•
•

Prepare
p
the worker
Present the job/task
Let the worker try it
Check back regularly

Initial Order Entry (JBS) Job Steps
Dr P Add Picture of list

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Verify requisition to specimen
Verify patient name
Verify insurance for O.P. cases
Verify
f specimen information/
f
/ name
Align specimens/triage (no like
specimens placed back to back)
Place decal gall stone jars
Verify primary physician & cc physicians
Distribute samples (fluid/tissue), fix w
cytolyte [to lab]; follow cyto‐protocol
Verify & order additional histology
orders (ex. CD‐8, special stains, IHC)
Create cytology slip if required
Organize paperwork for login
V if D.O.S.
Verify
DOS
Verify spelling of specimen
Distribute Dr’s gross vs. Chuy’s gross
Verify ICD‐9 bone marrows; Note BM
logged in by histo‐techs
Verify at login for special studies orders,
done at reference labs ( RPMI, fetal
chromosome, Oncotype, etc.)
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Engaging All the Staff
• Other expert staff contribute knowledge of
order
d entry
t jjob
b
• “What’s Bugging You?” Board

No Job is an “Island”
Daily and Weekly Lab Duties (all staff)
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Order Entry Defects: Old Culture
Cases reviewed in December 2008
Total cases reviewed = 673
Total errors = 226
Error rate = 33.5%
Incorrect data
Omitted physicians
Incorrect specimen name
Incorrect/omitted acct. #
I
Incorrect
patient
i
name
Incorrect date of birth
Incorrect date of service
Incomplete/incorrect cytology

Cases
79
16
6
13
2
53
57

% of Errors
11.7%
2.38%
0.90%
1 93%
1.93%
0.30%
7.87%
8.46%

***Data Gathering initiative Yuma Regional Medical Center, Kathleen Kardell, 12/08‐present

Order Entry: New Training Culture
Cases reviewed in February 2009
Total cases reviewed =
1526
Total errors =
63
Error rate =
4.13%
Incorrect data
Omitted physicians
Incorrect specimen name
I
Incorrect/omitted
/ i d acct. #
Incorrect patient name
Incorrect date of birth
Incorrect date of service
Incomplete/incorrect cytology

88% improvement
Cases
20
21
3
5
1
6
7

% of errors
1.31%
1.37%
0 20%
0.20%
0.33%
0.06%
0.39%
0.46%
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Order Entry: New Training Culture
Cases reviewed in March 2009
(Feb 25 – March 26, 2009)
Total cases reviewed = 1496
Total errors = 51
Error rate = 3.41%
Incorrect data
Omitted physicians
Incorrect specimen name
Incorrect/omitted acct. #
Incorrect patient name
Incorrect date of birth3
Incorrect date of service
Incomplete/incorrect cytology

17% improvement

Cases
20
11
1
10
0.20%
5
1

% of Errors
1.34
0.74%
0.07%
0.67%
0.33%
0.07%

Order Entry: New Training Culture
Cases reviewed in April 2009
(March 27 – April 27, 2009)
Total cases reviewed = 1529
Total defects = 40
Defect rate = 2.62%
Incorrect data
Omitted physicians
Incorrect specimen name
I
Incorrect/omitted
/ i d acct. #
Incorrect patient name
Incorrect date of birth1
Incorrect date of service
Incomplete/incorrect cytology

23% improvement
Cases
13
19
0
0
0.06 %
5
2

% of Defects
0.85 %
1.24%
0%
0%
0.32%
0.13%
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Defect Reduction Results

Continued Progress through 2009‐2010
Histo-Pathology - Accessioning Defect Rate
6
3% Target

5.3
5

4

4.13
3.6

Percent

3.41
3

2.96
2.51

2

1

1.28

1.21
0.84

0.74

1.1
0.84

0.92
0.63

0.52

0
Months
Series1
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Histopathology Lab Improvement System
The Pillars of Lean
Lean Methods and Culture
For
Histopathology Laboratory
Develop
your
People

Relentless
Improvement

TWI
In
Healthcare

Autonomation
Kaizen
(PDCA +)

Let My People Grow
• Building the Pillar of Participation:
– “Engage, train and develop Your People”
– Harness their unique contribution …
… their “DNA” of participation
– “Everyone has a part to play”

• “Deep
Deep Respect”
Respect ‐ Fujio Cho
– Go See
(Gemba)
– Ask Why
(Root‐cause problem solving)
– Show Respect (Engage, train and develop)
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It’s More Than Just ‘Training’
• Standardized work and Kaizen

• FFoundation
d i is
i well‐trained,
ll i d ffully‐engaged
ll
d
workforce
• Fully engaged Top Management …
… leading the parade

Engaging the Staff
• Leadership as non‐hierarchical phenomenon
• Allowing “innate” leadership to emerge
• Call up each person’s unique (DNA) thing to
lead/contribute
• Integrating all “DNA’s” toward organization
purpose/mission/goals
• Training to enable this is needed
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Training the Staff
• More than “seats in a room”
• Knowledge vs. “engages with …”
• Does creativity come from fore‐knowledge?
• Unleashing people’s passion and enthusiasm
• Has people be self‐generating (vs. motivation)
• Most organizations do not train this way

Organizations as Living Organisms
• Each has a unique “DNA” (way of serving)
• Planning/direction function
(“nervous system”)
• Performance/execution function
(“musculoskeletal system”)
• Common organizational dis‐eases
– Adaptations
– Disconnects

“numbness”
numbness
“no response”

• Prevention: task and communication “checklists”
– Obligatory communication (Makes people talk)
– “Leading” = the secret sauce
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Next Organizational Development Theme
• Order entry and histopathology defect rate
now ~ 1% (started
( t t d att 33.5%!!)
33 5%!!)
• Can we get to Zero defects?
• Dr.
Dr Pronovost’s
Pronovost s checklist

Make People Before Making Slides
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Contact Info
Dr. Peter Patterson
• ppatterson5@cox.net
• www.twitter.com/IDrPete
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